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Last week I can honestly say my life changed. God gave me a chance for Him to work through me. I had always been defensive on the subject of abortion, and I never knew what to say to people when asked about abortion in the case of rape or incest.

God taught me through the Justice For All (JFA) training along with astonishing pro life people, that the best way to soften someone to the truth about abortion is to listen.

During the course of the JFA Exhibit week at Arizona State University (March 2008), I had the chance to converse with people who didn’t know very much about sex, much less abortion. They saw abortion as a casual thing performed upon a mass of tissue without feelings.

Yet almost everyone I talked with at the Exhibit seemed to walk away thinking. Some more than others, but nevertheless, all of them put down their wall of defense within five minutes. Some were not interested, some were angry, yet all were willing, for the most part, to listen. This being my first time at a JFA Exhibit, it was very enlightening.

I would love to work for JFA in the future, God willing, because I, for once, felt the Holy Spirit speaking to others about what human life is and the value it brings. There is no way of expressing the joy JFA brought me, and the detachment to worldly pleasures now sounds appealing.

In the future, the only suggestion I would make is to include “How an abortion happens,” on the Exhibit. Other than that, it’s flawless.

--Laura, senior, Las Cruces (NM) High School
(pictured above, left, with sun glasses)